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for the anion doping they have used K2SO4 and they found that the migration enthalpy h',-and entropy s',-for the free anion vacancy is 0.85 eV and 3.2 k respectively. In the same experiment the analysis showed that the migration enthalpy hm,+ for the free cation motion is 0.73 eV ; this latter value is comparable to those corresponding to a bound cation vacancy motion [2] obtained by the dielectric loss [3] or ITC (Ionic Thermocurrents) [4] (i) to determine its value of h' b-which seems to be absent in the literature and (ii) this crystal except of anion vacancies contains also (« free » and « bound ») cation vacancies because of the unavoidable existence of divalent cations; therefore « vacancypairs » should be formed due to the electrostatic attraction of the free anion and cation vacancies. An unambiguous determination of the migration parameters of vacancy pairs remains today one of the most interesting problems in the study of transport properties of alkali halides because most workers [1] believe that they contribute significantly to the diffusion process of anions and cations. Figure 1 shows the spectrum when the cleaning procedure for the 215 K-peak has been applied. An inspection of the figure indicates a complex band with the maximum at 250 K and the remaining portion of the wide peak on the lower temperature side. It is stressed that the intense band showed in figure 1 was fairly reproducible in all the runs -of the various samples used.
The depolarization current density j -in the case of a single mechanism -obeys the relation :
where Po the « initial polarization », b is the heating rate and ro the preexponential factor in the usual We have tried to describe the band shown in figure 1 in terms of equation (1) ; however we found that this band is more complex. A first attempt to analyse is as a sum of two ITC bands described by equation (1) It is obvious that these values have a meaning only when we assume that the low temperature part of the band is well governed only by one mechanism. However the fact that the resulting plot In I vs. IIT is linear possibly indicates that this part of the band is actually influenced by one mechanism.
Due to the complexity of the analysis of the band of figure 1 we have tried to « clean » the mechanisms (s) contributing to the low temperature region (i.e. the shoulder) of this band. After two « cleanings » we obtain the (single) band shown in figure 2 .
An analysis of this band gives hm,b = 1.05 -1.1 eV and a preexponential factor io which lies between 10-18 and 10-19 s. (The parameters given are from an analysis of 30 runs and do not correspond to the single case of figure 2.) These parameters are anomalous in two respects :
(1) the value of the migration enthalpy -if it corresponds to a bound anion vacancy motion -is about 20 % higher than those reported for the free anion motion [1] . A second possibility is that it corresponds to a direct jump of S04-2; in this case the value of 1.05-1.1 eV is not unreasonable but it seems a little difficult that the main reorientation process takes place through the jumps of S04-2 which has a very high ionic radius. A third possibility is that this mechanism corresponds to the reorientation of vacancy pairs. We cannot preclude this possibility; among the others there is also the following difficulty to attribute this main pçak to the reorientation process : the very high preexponential factor when expressed in terms of the migration entropy (To = 2 wD exp(sm/k) where wD is the Debye frequency) implies a migration entropy of the order of 10 k which is unusually high if one consider that the formation entropy [7] [5] .
It should be mentioned that recent experimental results by Dryden and Meaking [8] indicate that the migration enthalpy of free anion motion in KCI is slightly higher than 1 eV. The latter value is similar to that of our main band. Thus indicating that this peak might be due to the reorientation of a dipole involving a bound anion vacancy motion.
